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DC Campus Adventures 

Time to Learn!!

October 26: We reviewed the parts of the human body.
Friends were eager to tell me if the cards matched. We
had a great learning experience.

 
October 27th: We worked in pairs for our yoga exercises.
We were all willing and mindful of our friends.

 

October 28th:  We used number rods to count from 1 to
10. Ms.Parker pointed to a rod and asked friends to count
together.



 

In aftercare, the children made pumpkins.

 

October 29th: We experimented with different colors in
the test tubes. Friends expressed what colors that would
like to mix together and shake up. Our new colors are on
display in the classroom.

 

In aftercare, the children made pumpkin bags.



 

October 30th: Our friends enjoyed practicing their hand-
eye coordination with our pin punching work.

 

In aftercare, the children made spiders with their hands.

 

ALX Campus Adventures

Ready to Learn!



Monday, October 26th:
This friend is practicing scooping and spooning.

 
Here is a friend using the moveable alphabet to practice
letter sounds.

 

Ground up those spices with the mortar and pestle!

 
We get to slice our own strawberries for snack!



 

Today in aftercare, we reviewed our numbers (1-10) by
coloring in pumpkins! 

 

Tuesday, October 27th:
Friends are making sure they cut up snack very carefully!

 

We are sounding out words using alphabet magnets.



 

Friends are practicing letter sounds.

 

Today in aftercare, we made pumpkins out of plates!

 

Wednesday, October 28th:
We enjoyed our costume lunch!!  Some of us stayed in
our costume all day!!



 

Today we did yoga in aftercare, and we had fun making
pumpkin people!

 

Thursday, October 29th:
Friends are preparing snack!

 

A friend is helping a younger friend to a serving of snack!



 

Today, we had a lesson on the parts of a leaf. We learned
that a leaf has 4 parts.
1. Veins
2. Stipule
3. Lamina
4. Petiole

 

Today in aftercare, we painted a gift pack with our name
on it!

 

Friday, October 30th:
We have a friend picking kernels from purple corn. Work
those fine motor skills!



 

We carefully practice pouring!

 

He put the binomial cube back together!



 

She is picking rainbow corn kernels with tweezers and
sorting them by color. This takes a lot of patience!

 

Today in aftercare, we colored a pumpkin using the
alphabet!
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